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Acid, Projects, and Pit Bulls: Fiction by Paul Griffin

There are plenty of Young Adult books that portray the difficulties of
being a teenager. Some are funny, some serious, and some are pretty dark. There's even a
name for ones that focus on a specific issue ? the problem novel (you've got your teen
pregnancy, drug abuse, suicide ? you name it). Some are great, but often times the more one
topic takes center stage, the less realistic these books seem. It's never just one problem in
real life, is it? For pretty much anyone at this age, times are hard all around. Paul Griffin writes
about hard times. Read more »
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The Year of Secret Assignments by Jaclyn Moriarty

view in catalog
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Lydia, Emily, and Cassie have been best friends through everything, guy problems, family issues and
even Secret Assignments. While they all attend a posh private school, each girl has a unique way of
expressing herself. Lydia sometimes declares that she is a fish, with the intention of becoming a writer
someday. Emily?s dream of becoming a lawyer might never gain steam if she can?t remember the
difference between cinnamon and synonym. And Cassie just wants to stop being too afraid to get up on
stage and sing. This year their English teacher has assigned them pen pals from public school Brookfield
High to reacquaint them with the Joy of the Envelope. Over the course of the year they each get to know
a stranger. Sebastian is an artistic soccer player who sometimes can?t control his temper. Charlie is a
sweet guy who always seems to be in trouble. And Matthew is either very dangerous or nonexistent.
Prank calls, mistaken identities, spy missions, Dates with Girls, with a side of blackmail and revenge
make for an interesting year!

Read more »
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Lambda Awards and LGBT YA Fiction

June is generally recognized as LGBT Pride Month. In honor of
this, the Lambda Awards were announced last week for excellence in LGBT literature. A long
list of winners in a wide variety of categories can be found on their website.
The winner in the LGBT Children?s/Young Adult category is Putting Makeup on the Fat Boy
by Bil Wright. This novel is about high school student Carlos Duarte who is juggling a job at
the Macy?s makeup counter, a jealous boss, his sister?s abusive boyfriend, and a difficult
crush. Booklist?s review of Wright?s novel remarks that ?there?s a whole lot going on in
Wright?s novel, but it?s handled deftly and, for the most part, believably. Best of all, Carlos is
not completely defined by his homosexuality. It is an important part of him, yes, but so are his
ambition, his concern for his sister, and his capacity for friendship.?
Read more »
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The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
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I don?t read enough young adult fiction, so when I came across The Statistical Probability of
Love at First Sight with its intriguing title, I decided to jump in. It tells the story of seventeenyear-old Hadley Sullivan who is flying across the Atlantic to attend her father?s wedding but
only under duress.
?The Professor,? as she tags him, left Connecticut a year ago for a four-month stint at Oxford,
but never returned home to the family. He asked for a divorce from Hadley?s mom, and
Hadley has been seething ever since. Reluctantly, under pressure from both parents, she?s
boarding a plane at JFK International Airport.
The first thing that happens is she misses her plane. This really complicates things because
she only gave herself a window of five hours from arrival at customs to being a bridesmaid at
a London church. She gets scheduled on a jet three hours later. Hadley asks a woman to
watch her bags and the woman angrily accuses her of breaking the law, but a handsome
youth with a charming British accent offers to help. Read more »
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Bruiser by Neal Shusterman

When I picked up Shusterman's Bruiser, I expected to read a book
about an angry kid who taunts and punches away his insecurities. While this book does deal
with bullies, Brewster, the character of the title, is almost the opposite of a bully and a bit
magical to boot. A hulking and shabbily dressed 16-year-old, Brewster is an outsider who
people vote to be the Most Likely to Go to Jail, and generally treat as if he's not there. Which
suits him fine, even if he's never stepped on an ant, because he takes on the physical and
emotional pain of anyone he gets close to. Read more »
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Where the God of Love Hangs Out

Amy Bloom, who used to be a practicing psychotherapist, has
won many awards for her short stories. Her latest collection Where the God of Love Hangs Out
examines love in many aspects. Bloom shows how it?s possible to fall for an older man with a
beer belly who suffers from gout and a life-threatening heart condition. The book features two
sets of interrelated stories, the first about two couples?close, long-term friends?whose lives
are broken apart and rearranged in new and unconventional ways. The second set of stories
explores the lives of a jazz musician's widow and her young adult son, Lionel. These four
stories reveal how grief makes some people emotionally vulnerable and susceptible to poor
life choices.
Read more »
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